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LEPA Pioneer Lyle Named to Cotton Research 
and Promotion Program Hall of Fame 

Friday, December 8, 2017       By  Mary Jane Buerkle 
 Dr. Bill Lyle, a Crosby County native who helped pioneer 
irrigation technology through his leadership in developing the Low 
Energy Precision Application (LEPA) system, was one of three 
inductees into the 2017 class of the Cotton Research and Promotion 
Program Hall of Fame. The program, now in its fourth year, 
recognizes U.S. cotton industry leaders that have made significant 
contributions to the Program or to the cotton industry in general. 
 Dr. Lyle was honored Tuesday evening at a banquet at the 
joint Cotton Board/Cotton Incorporated Board of Directors 
Meeting in St. Petersburg, Fla., along with the late Dr. Harold L. 
“Hal” Lewis (Arkansas) and the late Lawson “Sykes” Martin 
(Alabama), both of whom demonstrated great leadership in the 
cotton industry. 
 "Over the past few decades, the cotton industry has 
continued to evolve and advance in many ways," Berrye 
Worsham, President and CEO of Cotton Incorporated, said in a 
news release from The Cotton Board. “The tireless dedication 
and many contributions of the 2017 Hall of Fame Inductees have 
shaped the industry as we know it today and will further impact 
future growth and advancement.” 
 Dr. Lyle was an irrigation engineer for Texas A&M 
AgriLife Research for many years. He now is retired, but his 
revolutionary efforts in water efficiency live on the farms of 
producers across the Cotton Belt. He grew up about 30 miles east 
of Lubbock on a farm, and even as he completed his education 
and went to work in extension and research, he continued to farm 
on his own through the 1990s. As a farmer himself, he had a 
unique perspective in finding solutions to real-world issues on 
the farm, such as water and energy conservation. He also knew 
that Ogallala Aquifer levels likely would continue to decline 
under current irrigation practices. 
 His most significant accomplishments came through his 
leadership in developing the LEPA system. Dr. Lyle realized that 
traditional center pivot systems with sprinklers weren’t as 
efficient as they could be, losing water to high temperatures and 
low humidity. He and his team worked to find a solution, and 
LEPA was born. 
 “Dr. Bill Lyle truly is deserving of this honor,” PCG 
Executive Vice President Steve Verett said. “Today, LEPA 
systems are widely recognized for their irrigation efficiency, and 
we have a Texas High Plains farmer and highly respected 
researcher to thank for his visionary approach to conservation. 
 “Dr. Hal Lewis and Sykes Martin made tremendous 
contributions to the cotton industry,” Verett said. “They are 
extremely deserving to be named to the Cotton Research and 
Promotion Program Hall of Fame, and we miss them greatly.” 
 More information on the CRPP Hall of Fame is at 
http://www.cottoninc.com/corporate/About-Cotton-
Incorporated/Hall-of-Fame/.   

RMA Announces New Provisions / 
Cottonseed Endorsement Price for 2018 

Friday, December 8, 2017            By Shawn Wade 
 The USDA Risk Management Agency provided a handful of 
new crop insurance provisions that will become effective for 
2018 Spring-seeded crops and producers will find many of them 
check off long-awaited items from their crop insurance wish list. 
In addition to changes that will impact the delivery of crop 
insurance overall, RMA announced also the 2018 insurance price 
for the Cottonseed (Pilot) Endorsement. 
 According to information published in the 2018 Upland 
Cotton Special Provisions the Cottonseed (Pilot) Endorsement 
will offer yield loss coverage for cottonseed at a price of $0.09 
per pound, the equivalent of $180 per ton. Coupled with the 
previously announced 2018 seed to lint conversion factor of 
1.316 for Texas, the cottonseed endorsement will provide an 
additional $0.118 of insurance protection on every pound of 
cotton lint loss below a producer’s yield guarantee in 2018.  
 The cottonseed endorsement provides yield-only coverage 
for cottonseed at the same coverage level selected for cotton lint 
when purchased in conjunction with a Yield or Revenue policy. 
 In regard to other changes announced by USDA RMA over 
the last week, there were several additional adjustments made 
that will impact how crop insurance is delivered in 2018. Most of 
the changes announced will be positive for producers, however, a 
change to the definition of what constitutes a “Replanted Crop” 
will likely impact producers in 2018 and has been the subject of 
multiple conversations between Plains Cotton Growers, USDA 
RMA staff and staff at the House Agriculture Committee. 
 There has been a considerable amount of confusion about 
how replanted crops could be handled in 2018, with many 
growers worried that the changes would completely remove their 
ability to replant cotton as an uninsured second crop.  
 The good news for producers in 2018 is that they will 
continue to have an opportunity to choose to replant cotton as an 
uninsured second crop, although the window during which that 
decision will be allowed has been restricted compared to 
previous years.  
 Beginning with the 2018 crop year, cotton producers who 
incur an insurable loss to their initially planted cotton acreage 
and fail that acreage will be unable to replant cotton as an 
uninsured, second crop until 15 days after the Final Plant Date 
or, stated differently, eight days past the end of the seven-day 
Late Planting Period.  
 Specifically, the new definition for “Replanted Crop” will 
consider any failed crop acreage replanted to the same crop prior 
to the end of an established Late Planting Period, or within the 
period of time specified in the Special Provisions (which impacts 
cotton specifically), to be a replanted crop from which final 
production will be determined and used to establish any possible 
indemnity that might be payable. 
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 For cotton, which has one of the shortest Late Planting 
Periods among major crops at seven days, RMA has added a 
statement to the Special Provisions for each county that states 
cotton replanted behind failed cotton will be considered an 
uninsured second crop only when it is planted 15 days after the 
Final Plant Date. Cotton replanted between the end of the Late 
Planting Period and the 15th day after the Final Plant Date will be 
considered a replanted crop and any pending insurance claim will 
be influenced by the yield produced on the replanted acreage. 
 “Earlier this summer, USDA RMA revised the definition of 
‘Replanted Crop’ in such a way that the new interpretation could 
have potentially eliminated any possibility for a producer to 
replant the same crop as an uninsured, second crop under the 
first-crop/second-crop rules as we currently understand them,” 
explained Steve Verett, Plains Cotton Growers Executive Vice 
President. “As soon as we became aware of the problems caused 
by this revision, PCG contacted USDA RMA staff to understand 
why the original change had been made and to work to reduce 
the potential impact on cotton producers.” 
 He notes that the final decision by RMA to establish the 15-
day Special Provision statement for cotton was not an acceptable 
outcome and said that the conversation with RMA will be 
ongoing on this issue. “Our focus going forward will be to work 
with RMA and work toward returning the replant rule as it 
pertains to cotton to its pre-2018 state,” said Verett.  
 As noted earlier, there were several other changes 
announced by RMA for 2018 that producers will appreciate. 
Chief among them are: 

• Enterprise Units by Practice – RMA announced a 
change to its implementation of the 2014 Farm Bill 
provision and have updated the Enterprise Unit by 
Practice guidelines to finally allow a producer to 
establish an enterprise unit on one practice and maintain 
optional unit coverage on a different practice. This is 
good news for producers who need the flexibility to 
choose the most appropriate unit structure for each 
practice on their farm. 

• Cotton Quality Adjustment Procedures – RMA released 
the new Upland Cotton Loss Adjustment Manual that 
changes the procedure from requiring a 15 percent 
quality loss deductible to be met before the quality loss 
can be calculated to a 10 percent quality loss trigger that 
will then allow the full amount of the quality loss to be 
captured by the producer. The new procedure will 
continue RMA’s current practice of applying the 
resulting quality loss factor to the grower’s total pounds 
of production and therefore reduce the amount of 
production that will subsequently be reported on the 
grower’s final production report for APH purposes. 

• Yield Cups & Yield Exclusion/Trend Yield Adjusted 
APH’s – RMA announced that beginning in 2018 yield 
cups that prevent a producer’s APH yield from 
declining more than 10 percent from one year to the 
next will become optional. Growers should be sure that 
they elect to have yield cups apply to their APH 
databases on or before applicable Sales Closing Dates to 
ensure that the cup will continue to apply to their APH 

database. In addition to making the cups optional, RMA 
has also extended the applicability of the yield cup to 
APH databases that are participating in the Trend 
Adjusted Yield provision as well as the 2014 Farm 
Bill’s Yield Exclusion option, which will prevent large 
year-to year fluctuations in TA- or YE-adjusted APH 
database yields. 

• Conservation Compliance Form Deadlines – RMA has 
also shifted the deadline for receiving revised AD-1026 
Conservation Compliance forms from June 1 to the 
premium billing date to allow additional time for forms 
to be submitted to the USDA Farm Service Agency and 
transmitted to RMA and avoid loss of premium subsidy 
benefits. 

 

PCG Reminds Consumers to Buy Cotton 

Friday, December 8, 2017       By Mary Jane Buerkle 
 With the holiday shopping season upon us, whether you’re 
taking advantage of a sale to purchase something for yourself or 
satisfying a loved one’s Christmas wish list, consider something 
made from cotton. This could be a pair of trendy jeans, a set of 
soft cotton towels or sheets, something made with cottonseed oil 
for your favorite foodie, or even cold, hard cash – U.S. paper 
currency is made of 75 percent cotton and 25 percent linen. 
 According to the Cotton Incorporated Lifestyle Monitor™ 
Survey, holiday shoppers plan to spend $570 on holiday gifts this 
year. Of the total spent, Cotton Incorporated says, about $200 
will go toward clothing gifts. A high percentage of consumers 
have said they like to receive clothes as gifts, including T-shirts, 
sleepwear, jeans, and sweaters. 
 “As consumers, we must look for cotton in the things we 
purchase, whether it’s for ourselves or as a gift,” PCG Executive 
Vice President Steve Verett said. “Take a minute to check the 
tag, because each time we purchase cotton products, we’re 
helping ensure the success of our industry.” 
 

HPWD To Apply for Additional TWDB Funds 
November 2017  By Katherine Drury, High Plains Water District 
 Following the success of the Assistance in Irrigation 
Management cost-share program, the HPWD Board of Directors 
authorized staff to seek $150,000 in additional funding from the 
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) in 2018.  
 The application to request these funds was approved at the 
Nov. 14 HPWD Board of Directors meeting. The TWDB is 
expected to announce funding recipients in May 2018.  
 These funds will help producers purchase irrigation system 
monitoring equipment to assist them with management decisions.  
The original $225,000 from the TWDB's Agriculture Water 
Conservation Grant Fund was claimed by producers in just 15 
days. Qualified applicants are reimbursed up to 50 percent of the 
purchase price of telemetry-based equipment, excluding data 
plans, installation and labor costs, and taxes.  
 Additional information about the AIM Program and future 
potential funding is available by calling Victoria Whitehead at 
(806) 762-0181.  
 


